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Videos are everywhere...

Videos become increasingly relevant on Social Media
Q&A with politicians
Live streamed protest footage
Political education
...

Television Broadcasts
Interviews
Campaign coverage
Talk-Shows
News
...

Video archives from parliaments around the world
Parliamentary debates
Question hours
...
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How can we use video recordings of political speech
for political science research?



Outline of today's talk

1. Intro to Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for automated video analysis

2. Implementation of CNNs

Measuring speech emphasis from video recordings

3. Leveraging the Data

Why do legislators sometimes deliver rousing speeches and sometimes tedious monologues?
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Numerical Representation of Images
Original Image/Video   RGB What the Computer sees
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Convolutional Neural Networks

CNNs learn local patterns.
Learnt patterns that are translation invariant.
They can learn spatial hierarchies.
Pretrained networks are highly effective for feature extraction.



CNNs for video analysis

Videos add a temporal dimension to images.

CNNs need some temporal connectivity to make use of motion information.

One natural solution (but there are many approaches):

Extend convolution kernels (�lters) from 2D to 3D:

Downside: Models become very large and are very computationally expensive (but there are
solutions to this!).



Practical perspective:  
Automated analysis of video recordings of 

legislative speech*

*Joint work with Tobias Ringwald (KIT) and Dominic Nyhuis (UNC)



Measuring speech emphasis from video recordings

Goal: Measure "Emphasis" in legislative speech

 

Emphasis: extensive gesturing, high volume, fast-paced delivery

Case: US House of Representatives



Measuring speech emphasis from video recordings

�. Data Collection: Videos of legislative debates downloaded from HouseLive.

�. Data Annotation: Trained research assistants watched and manually annotated videos of legislative
speech.

�. Training: Training of convolutional neural network (CNN) based on manually annotated videos.

�. Validation: Apply CNN to annotated test set.

�. Out-of-sample prediction: Application of the trained CNN to measure emphasis on a large scale.
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Manual Annotation of speech recordings

Resulting Data Set

Total of  annotated videos (  hours).
Every video was annotated by two randomly selected coders.
Good inter-coder agreement: average deviation below  scale points.
Total of  annotated segments.
Split into train and test data.

Training:  videos.
Testing:  videos.

245 > 9

0.5

16, 406

184

61



Training: Pre-Processing

Video Input

Resizing to 320x320 pixels.
Random cropping to 299x299 pixels (center crops on the test set).
Normalizing.

Audio Input

Extract 20 mel-frequency ceptral coef�cients (MFCCs) from raw audio data.



Training: CNN Architecture

[1] Qiu, Yao, and Mei (2017), [2] Aytar, Vondrick, and Torralba (2016)
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Research Design

Model evaluation

Network performance close to inter-coder deviation

inter-rater baselines naive baselines model
train set test set random guessing Zero guessing model prediction

Number of videos
Number of annotated segments
Mean absolute error
Lin's concordance coef�cient
Pearson's correlation coef�cient

184 61
12, 686 3, 720
0.438 0.438 1.192 ± 0.013 0.932 0.552
0.816 0.816 −0.001 ± 0.016 0.000 0.764
0.816 0.818 −0.001 ± 0.016 0.000 0.770
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Leveraging the Data

Why do legislators sometimes deliver passionate speeches and sometimes tedious monologues?

Legislative speech to signal to the public.
Problem: Lack of public attention.
Argument: Legislators are strategic about how and when they want to be heard by the public.

�. How?

 Legislators seek to overcome the lack of public attention by making passionate appeals on the
plenary �oor.

�. When?

 We expect emphatic legislative speeches when a legislators vote is aligned with the preference of
their electorate.



Research Design

Case Selection

Legislative debates:
High public salience
Availablity of survey data
Variation in public opinion across electoral districts
Partisan con�ict

Sample

Debates on  bills in the 111th–115th US House of Representatives (2009–2018).
 hours of video footage.

 speeches by  legislators.

25

78

2, 383 548



Research Design

Measuring district level public opinion

Two approaches:

MrP: Multilevel Regression and Poststrati�cation (Warshaw and Rodden, 2012)
BARP: Bayesian Additive Regression Trees and Poststrati�cation (Bisbee, 2019)

Data: Cooperative Congressional Election Study (CCES) (2010-2017)

Independent variable: Vote-District Alignment
Vote-District Alignment = 1 − |Yes Vote − District Preference|



Research Design



In Opposition

Positive effect of
vote-district
alignment on
speech emphasis

In Support

No effect

Multilevel Speci�cations with Debate Random Effects

  In opposition In support
  (1) MrP (2) BARP (3) MrP (4) BARP

Intercept -0.18 -0.15 -0.78 -0.73
  (0.43) (0.44) (0.38) (0.38)
Vote-District Alignment 1.31 1.21 0.10 0.01
  (0.32) (0.34) (0.27) (0.28)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
         
AIC 1615.57 1619.99 1722.48 1722.50
BIC 1657.16 1661.59 1765.19 1765.22
Log Likelihood -798.78 -801.00 -852.24 -852.25
N 751 751 851 851
N(Debates) 25 25 25 25
Var: Debates (Intercept) 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03
Var: Residual 0.46 0.47 0.41 0.41

Results*

*Details on the statistical models can be found in the paper.



Results*

The results provide consistent support for the argument that legislators alter their delivery style in
reaction to public opinion when rising in opposition to a bill.

Legislators who rise in opposition deliver more emphatic speeches as their electorate becomes
more opposed to the underlying bill.

We �nd no effect of district level public opinion on the delivery for legislators who rise in support
of a bill.

*Details on the statistical models can be found in the paper.



To conclude

Convolutional Neural Networks are a powerful tool to automatically analyse large corpuses of video
data.
CNNs are computatationally very demanding, but transfer learning enables us to use pretrained
networks.

Nevertheless, manually annotated data is necessary for training and validation.

In practice, we showed that CNNs can effectively be used to measure emphasis of legislative speech
on a large scale based on video recordings.

Performance scores of the CNN are close to inter-coder agreement scores.

Substantively, we show that legislators in the US House of Representatives are not only mindful
about what they, they also are strategic about how they say it.



Lessons and practical recommendations

�. De�ne your target as unambiguously as possible.

Human annotators need to be able to label the data without much subjective interpretation.
If humans cannot agree on labels, then the network cannot learn to predict the target either.
High quality training material is crucial!

�. Do not underestimate computational costs.

�. It is worthwile to build interdisciplinary research groups.

Expertise.
Infrastructure.
Our experience is that there is a mutual interest in interdisciplinary research.



Thank you!

 orittman@mail.uni-mannheim.de

file:///Users/rittmann/Dropbox/04_Conferences/IMC_2021/presentation/orittman@mail.uni-mannheim.de
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